Scratching the surface of the rare biosphere with ribosomal sequence tag primers.
Increasingly large datasets of 16S rRNA gene sequences reveal new information about the extent of microbial diversity and the surprising extent of the rare biosphere. Currently, many of the largest datasets are represented by short and variable ribosomal sequence tags (RSTs) that are limited in their ability to accurately assign sequences to broad-scale phylogenetic trees. In this study, we selected 30 rare RSTs from existing sequence datasets and designed primers to amplify c. 1400 bases of the 16S rRNA gene to determine whether these sequences were represented by existing databases or if they might reveal new lineages within the Bacteria. Approximately one-third of the RST primers successfully amplified longer portions of these low-abundance 16S rRNA genes in a specific manner. Subsequent phylogenetic analysis demonstrated that most of these sequences were (1) distantly related to existing cultivated microorganisms and (2) closely related to uncultivated clone sequences that were recently deposited in GenBank. The presence of so many recently collected 16S rRNA gene reference sequences in existing databases suggests that progress is being made quickly towards a microbial census, one which has begun scratching the surface of the 'rare biosphere'.